This aim of the research is to investigate the generative "morphems, words or "simple or 
Introduction
We may begin our inquiry into the study of syntax between Albanian and English. Both of languages have their rules of structures that we will do or see "in this paper" the contrast vi , (compare) and during the studies, we can see the different or same structure between both of them. The aim of studies is to generate. They (both of languages) have same subject, (direct or indirect) object vii , predicate, etc., but different (morphology) structure (in the using or position the words in the sentence). There are four (some) main types of sentences: simple, compound viii , complex and compound complex.
The scholar or the author Graeme Kennedy (2003) for the noun phrases said: "A phrase is a unit of analysis smaller than a sentence and consisting of a single word or group of words. A phrase is associated with, or is an expansion of, the word class of its most important constituent (in the headword)". ix
This phenomena of studies was research the first by Harris (1951) and was take up by Chomsky (1957-70) , Fillmore (1968) As we said before the noun is the head of sentence, because it can be a subject, direct and indirect object etc e.g. Studenti xxviii kishte takuar profesorin para provimit. Kur deti egërsohej peshkataret rrinin në shtëpi
Kur -i det egërsohej -ët peshkatar rrinin në shtëpi
Fig.12
The -a nënë -he-j gëzoj -i ishte bërë -i -a vajzë për shkollë
Fig.13
The same diagram is possible to have: The last diagram was presented by Josif Mita at his book "Hyrje në sintaksën gjenerative" f. The sentence "People know voters prefer results" has this notation: the rules isolated in the preceding paragraph can be stated as follows: This diagram of the sentence "The students' hands the teacher their quizzes" the genitive xliv is the subject "the students' "and it is not correct with the indirect object, because it needs to be one tree by noun phrase xlv and from it to generate direct or indirect object.
Conclusion
The generated of words and simple or compound The history of generative grammar has started by Chomsky (1957, 
